Ceco Door is proud to introduce the FRP Door System, a Fiberglass Reinforced Polyester (FRP) door and aluminum frame intended primarily for exterior openings as in restaurants and schools in high use areas.

**FRP door features:**
- Fiberglass Reinforced Polyester (FRP) skins - .120" thick
- 6063-T6 aluminum alloy perimeter extrusions
- Foam in place polyurethane core
- 4'0" x 8'0" Singles and 8'0" x 8'0" Pairs
- 1-3/4" thick
- Bevels, square hinge, and 3 degree lock available
- Hinges: 4-1/2" butt, continuous and offset pivots
- Locks: cylindrical, mortise, deadbolt, flush pull, rim exit, and SVR, with or without ElectroLynx
- Aluminum windows kits available up to 1296 square inches for 1/4", 1/2" and 1" thick glass
- Standard closer reinforcement and top cap included
- Surface applied sweeps available

**Aluminum frame features:**
- 3 sided frames
- 6063-T6 hardened aluminum alloy
- Jamb depths of 4-1/2", 5" and 6"
- Available in Dark Bronze, Black and Clear anodized
- Maximum size 8'0" x 8'0"
- Hinges: 4-1/2" butt, continuous and offset pivots
- 2-3/4" and 4-7/8" strikes with or without lip

**Door faces:**
- Pebble (textured) embossed faces
- Eight standard colors for pebble (textured) embossed faces

**Door face colors available:**
- Light Gray
- Dark Gray
- Tan
- Dark Bronze
- Brick Red
- Colonial Blue
- Forest Green
- Black

**Frame, vertical edges and window kit colors available:**
- Black
- Dark Bronze
- Clear

**Features and benefits:**
- Modern materials and durable construction reduce lifecycle cost/cost of ownership
- Durable finish reduces maintenance costs
- Door skin cleans easily with green cleaners and help protect indoor air quality and environment
- Exceptional thermal performance helps reduce energy usage
- Lightweight doors extend the life of the entire entrance system